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he will be able to activate accounts from 00 to 99, and buy and sell as many coins as his
account will hold. what he cannot do is name the accounts, so he may not label his tills.

alternatively, he may use the account label feature to put his account name on his till. our
objective is to analyze how the example strategy would perform in a market that is a-

bounded, stochastic and free of transaction costs. we employ the monte carlo approach,
with a market of size m, tp, ml and t(1-a), where m is the number of trades, ml is the

market size and tp and t(1-a) the time to execute the trade, the two points being that first,
the price is a-bounded and, second, that the execution occurs free of any transaction costs.
we assume that the reference price is zero (that is, ml = 0). as it is a-bounded, we assume
that 1) the reference price is available and zero; 2) the order submit is irreversible and it

includes details of m types of order; 3) the reference price is not an endogenous variable of
the model; 4) the reference price is available to the entire market and immediately can

become aware of the quote of the exchange if it wishes; 5) the execution occurs
immediately and no delays exist for the execution. it is also well known that, in a free

market, in a-bounded markets are affected by an aversion to risk, so: 1) the order submit is
irreversible; 2) the reference price is known to the market; 3) the only delay is the time it
takes to execute the order; 4) the execution occurs immediately and no time delays exist
between the reference price and the offer of the market. we consider a time interval t 1 of
length t, that is, t = tp + t(1-a). let pμ be the price on the day μ. then, we have the master

equation:
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one of the first things fbi learnt
was the threat of anonymous web
postings and tweets (never mind
the web 2.0 versions). you can
either delete them and invite a

lawsuit or be more proactive and
just wave it under fbi noses to put
them onto a bandwagon to spread
fear and paranoia. so from there is

where things escalate out of
control. what you want is for the

cops to show a bit of interest
rather than the standard approach

that once the feds start stirring
things up the public will justify
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whatever they are doing by saying
the cops have to investigate this
even if its a waste of time just for

the publicity but it becomes a
witch hunt once the public take it
from there. and there is a good
reason why law abiding citizens
dont trust the feds on this one.

facts dont matter, motives do and
fbi appears to be all motives. i
personally think they have not

done enough on the 9/11 angle.
the us public knows very little

about the external investigation.
so the public is filling in the blanks
by throwing all suspicion on iran
and the group of countries it is
supposedly aligned with. these
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countries mostly end up on the
naughty list though as no one in

the media can find clear cut
evidence (the fbis people try but

fail to produce anything useful) its
always a theory with no clear cut

evidence. its a bit more
complicated since we are already
in a war, not even declared yet,
fighting against a hostile state

that does not recognize us
embassies and that has actually

killed diplomats as well. so the us
government cant just start

engaging with countries on its own
terms. so either i ask for a truce,

the other says no, or i start a lot of
points of friction where i open up
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areas the us can start messing in.
with iran its more former as it

would take years and years and
very bad mouthing of our

involvement in the iraqi war for it
to even happen. 5ec8ef588b
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